
Promotion name and outline Special giveaway promotion for CASIO Teacher Members !
Earn points by sending your school’s booklist / newsletter. 
Send it  to the designated email address shown in the section of “rules”.

Points and Prizes 200pt will be given for the booklist or newsletter. The Entrant may send only 1 booklist 
/ newsletter.  Within the term, the top 50 teachers who earned most points will win a 
prize : G-SHOCK or BABY-G
Please note : You need to collect at least 450 pt.
*To learn how to earn MORE points, click HERE.

Term of promotion 2020/01/01～2020/03/10

Rules Applicant must be registered on CASIO teachers member site or newly register during 
the promotion term, 2020/01/01～2020/03/10.
1. Prepare a photo or a file of the booklist or newsletter
*If applicant  would like to send a newsletter, that must include purchase list of school 
supplies for students. 
*File type : Both photo and document file (PDF, Microsoft Word etc) are OK.
Please make sure that your school name is shown on your booklist / newsletter

2. Attach the data to an email and send it to 
teachermembers-kenya2019-campaign@casio.co.jp
*This is a receive-only email address.

Terms and Conditions *The submission of booklist / newsletter is allowed only 1 report per Entrant.
*The email address sending the report must match the email address registered on 
CASIO Teacher Members.
*For the following content, the report will not be valid for the promotion.
・Content disturbing public order and advertisement
・Content violating the law or public order
・Content damaging or violating the right or license of a third party
・Content slandering or libeling a third party or violating the privacy of a third party
・Content obstructing CASIO’s business or any business of a third party
・Content including any personal information which can specify a third party
*CASIO reserves the right to verify the eligibility of each Entrant and to exclude and/or 
disqualify any Entrant who does not meet the eligibility requirements.
*By participating in the promotion, the Entrant consent to the use of their name and 
photograph for any promotional purposes carried out by CASIO. Unless otherwise 
specified by CASIO, no additional compensation will be provided by the CASIO for such 
participation.
*Reflection of the points may take time from the actual day the post was made.
*The offline stores or online shops, customer service centers does not respond to any 
inquiry related to this promotion. 
*Entry to the promotion is free and open to Kenyan residents who are 20 years or older.
*CASIO is not responsible for any expense related to entering the promotion, as well as 
the damage to the hardware or the software the Entrant holds.
*The appointed email address to sending a booklist / newsletter is a receive-only email 
address. Please be noted questions or messages sent to this email address will not and 
cannot be replied.

1. Prepare a photo or a file of the booklist or newsletter including a 
purchase list 
2. Attach the data to email and send it to 

teachermembers-kenya2019-campaign@casio.co.jp

Earn CT points by sending your school’s booklist / newsletter
Send a photo or a file of your school’s booklist or newsletter to the 
designated email address and earn 200pts!
Please read the terms and conditions carefully before entering the 
promotion.

Giveaway Promotion for CASIO Teacher Members! (Booklist/newsletter) 

How to enter

Terms and Conditions of Entry 

https://edu.casio.com/ke/forteachers/portal/


Promotion name and outline Special giveaway promotion for CASIO Teacher Members !
Earn CASIO Teacher Point by introducing the CASIO Teacher Members website on 

Facebook with the hashtag #CTMKenya.

Points and Prizes 100pt will be given for the post. 
The post can be made only 1 time.
Within the term, the top 50 teachers who earned most points will win a prize :
G-SHOCK or BABY-G.
Please note : You need to collect at least 450 pt.
*To learn how to earn MORE points, click HERE.

Term of promotion 2020/01/01～2020/03/10

Rules Applicant must be registered on CASIO teacher members site or newly register during 
the promotion term, 2020/01/01～2020/03/10.

1. Like the CASIO Calculator Global Facebook page.
2. Make a post introducing CASIO Teacher Members tagging your math teacher 

colleague. Make sure to put link of CASIO Teacher 
members(https://edu.casio.com/ke/forteachers/portal/) and hashtag 
#CTMKenya.

Terms and Conditions *The account name of Facebook and CASIO Teacher Members must match for the 
Entrant to be qualified for entering the promotion.
*CT point will be given to only one post per one Entrant.
*If the account of the Entrant is made on privacy settings and CASIO cannot check your 
post, it will not be valid for receiving points.
*For the following content, the post will not be valid for the promotion.
・Content disturbing public order and advertisement
・Content violating the law or public order
・Content damaging or violating the right or license of a third party
・Content slandering or libeling a third party or violating the privacy of a third party
・Content obstructing CASIO’s business or any business of a third party
・Content including any personal information which can specify a third party
*CASIO reserves the right to verify the eligibility of each Entrant and to exclude and/or 
disqualify any Entrant who does not meet the eligibility requirements.
*By participating in the promotion, the Entrant consent to the use of their name and 
photograph for any promotional purposes carried out by CASIO. Unless otherwise 
specified by CASIO, no additional compensation will be provided by the CASIO for such 
participation.
*The Entrant must like the official Facebook page of CASIO Calculator Global until the 

term of promotion ends.
*CASIO is not responsible for any expense related to entering the promotion, as well as 
the damage to the hardware or the software the Entrant holds.
*Then Entrant acknowledges that this promotion is no way sponsored, endorsed or 
administered by, or associated with Facebook.
*Reflection of the points may take time from the actual day the post was made.
*The offline stores or online shops, customer service centers does not respond to any 
inquiry related to this promotion. 
*Entry to the promotion is free and open to Kenyan residents who are 20 years or older.
*emails or messages sent to the official CASIO Calculator Global Facebook page or the 
office email will not and cannot be replied. 

1. Like the CASIO Calculator Global Facebook page.
2. Make a post introducing CASIO Teacher Members tagging your math 

teacher colleague. Make sure to put link of CASIO Teacher 
members(https://edu.casio.com/ke/forteachers/portal/) and hashtag 
#CTMKenya.

Earn 100 CASIO teacher point by introducing the CASIO 
Teacher Members website
Introduce the CASIO Teacher Members website on Facebook to other math 
teachers and earn 100 point. 
We are giving away a CASIO prize to the top 50 teachers who earned most 
CT points during the fixed term!

GIVEAWAY Promotion for CASIO Teacher Members!(Facebook post) 

How to enter

Terms and Conditions of Entry 

https://edu.casio.com/ke/forteachers/portal/
https://edu.casio.com/ke/forteachers/portal/

